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Knowledge at your fingertips
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Expand your
customer support
Feed your bots with all they need to provide complete customer support through all
touchpoints!
The BotExpert allies Collab’s contact center technology to WDS knowledge-base.
Thanks to the complete and up to date knowledge hosted by WDS, your bots are
ready to roll!
BotExpert enables customer support for many use cases. For telcos, the knowledge
base is pre loaded with info for over 14k of devices, allowing:

Device information;

Troubleshooting;�

Explore new areas based on
common queries received
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BotExpert can be used on any website and reply with: text, image, step-by-step
instructions (multiple messages and images) , voice & Animated video.
Can be integrated with the leading cognitive services providers:

The BotExpert can be displayed in any channel as a widget. Building the bot is
easy thanks to our drag and drop tool, OneContact Flows. The knowledge-base
of WDS feeds the bot. For example, to add the capability to a website, users can
simply copy and paste a snippet into a web page of their choice and the bot is
ready to roll.

Deployment Channels
> Rich media

OneContact Flows

OneContact Agent
> CIH & CRM

WDS
Knowledge base

It's possible to configure the bot to hand off after qualification or even to create
support tickets on behalf of the customer. In any case, the information collected
by your bots will automatically get synced, providing history and context to
leverage CX.

Bot Expert: The agent’s side
Human agents are invaluable. The bot can transfer the interaction to an agent.
When the human Agent takes over, the UI displays customer & device context,
accessing the KB in real-time. TheBotExpert’s interface is equipped to ensure
fast and efficient responses.

The chat history
An interactive version
of the device used by
the customer to
simulate the user
experience

Comprehensive
knowledge-base.
Can include
additional tabs with
CIH and/or
third-party CRM.

Key benefits

INCREASES AGENT
MOTIVATION

READY TO GO

Increases agent motivation, by
keeping them away from the
more tedious/repetitive
enquiries

REDUCES COST

Really quick
time-to-market for the
out-of-the-box offer.
Knowledge Base is
ready; It has all been
pre-integrated.

REDUCTION OF
CUSTOMER
EFFORT SCORE

Reduce device-related
customer support costs by
deflecting tier 1 questions

REDUCES TRAINING
Reduces training needed
by agents to support
customers that have
overflowed from self-care

IMPROVES CSAT
Increases customer satisfaction
through zero wait time
(chatbots don’t need queues)
and multi-channel (Web, App,
Chat, Email & Voice)

Activate new
digital experiences.
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